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About This Content

In The Ancient Beasts, the sacred soil is now scorched and destroyed by wizards and witches while mysterious new forces have
emerged in the form of long-dormant behemoths and titans of Talisman, finally awakening to a new quest for the Crown.

Now, something is stirring... The quest for the Crown is no longer the main concern of heroes when the titans of Talisman
finally wake from their slumber...

The Ancient Beasts expansion adds; 2 Characters - Specialist and Trophy Hunter.
15 Beast Cards, 13 Terrain Cards, 27 Beast Reward Cards, 2 Alternative Endings and 6 Tokens.
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A very interesting survival game, one of those hidden gems. work has been put into it. the story is interesting and choices
actaully affect gameplay and story. The dev's worked hard developing and rounding out the characters and putting extra love
into the lore of the story. It works and it works well.. Goog Game. We Need Rise of Legends Available on Steam though.. I
highly recommend this game, especially since Shenmue 3 is supposed to release later this year.

Yes, this game may be a little dated for some younger players, but these games were ahead of their time when they were
released on Dreamcast (and was at some point, the most expensive game ever created), so the graphics aren't too bad by today's
standards. Also, Shenmue 2 seems to have been ported from the Xbox version, so the graphics are a bit more crisp than the DC
version (or Shenmue 1 of this release).

The story is very engaging and left an entire generation of gamers wanting more. It has a very immersive plot and rich palette of
characters that help move the story along.

The problem with this game stems from its age. Besides the obvious aged graphics, some of the controls can feel clunky and
downright frustrating at times. It isn't a deal breaker by any stretch of the imagination, however, so don't let that deter you.
Some people have reported that the cut scenes didn't render and that the game only moved at 10fps at certain parts. I didn't
experience this at all, and as a matter of fact, I managed to get the frame rate up to 60fps using SMMisc tools from Shenmue
Dojo, so...

Here's hoping that Shenmue 3 is anywhere near as memorable as these games.. MLG COD gameplay.Get all the nos0p3. so
pro.get this or be scrub m9. Newbee-non-artist user need more detailed tutorials. It seem so easy to create a simple isometric
room. But it turns out you need to learn more about color and lighting to get that nice atmosphere of the room. 10/10 would
spend my time to learn more. More maps would make the game even more interesting
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Extra 11 levels which require more skill, timing, and of course patience to complete them.
. Fun game little game that for $4 you can't wrong with. This game fits into genre of upgrade \/ expand \/ build up more money
then rinse repeat. It's got charm and some cool little details that make it stick out. If you are into these types of game then it's a
solid buy that appears to have a lot more coming in the future.

youtube quick play: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cuxGOUuv6Ig&t=25s

If you enjoyed my review please consider following and joining my Steam group
Mature Minded Gamers
We have free game giveaway's every month for all Members, just click Follow and Join!. An amazing take on "gore novels". Its
execution blooms with charisma and originality. A tale with a conclusion that makes worth the trip.. What a unique experience
because it was more intimate than any other VR game ive played. I really loved it. I want more of this type of game. Like living
out a mystery novel while solving puzzles, and tugging at my emotions.. I watched the trailer for the game and I was like: "Ok,
that looks awesome but still, it's just a trailer...who knows what will the game bring"

Let me tell you that my worries were in vain. The game is even better than I expected it to be.

Action + Great music + Nice pixelated graphics = Warlocks VS Shadows.

I really enjoy difficulty progression since it's really not just a button mashing like some people say it is. You need to learn how
to play each character and which abilities to use at the time. Boss battles are very well done!

Warlocks VS Shadows brings something new to the world of the indie games and you should play it. Although it is in the Early
Access phase I could hardly label it that way. It's much more than the tag say.. so far it the game is very hard to follow. the beta
seem to be dead? This is the first game (beta) that i have purchase, that went to the grave very fast...start to finish in a short
time. no AI. no story line. nothing to test the game. just a big write up about the game. to get people to spend their hard earn
money. This beta is a scam.

waste of money.

I am usually very easy to please when it comes to playing rts games. but this one is at the bottom of my list.. Game is fun but has
instabilities. Have had the game crash on both single player (4th boss every time) and in co op online with a friend, the game
just randomly crashed.. Really fun game with good potential. I'm pretty disappointed with this game. I love the idea of
interactive stories with random events where choices are supposed to matter. But I don't feel like my choices mattered at all
here... the game is over within 1o minutes. That's like reading a book that ends on the prologue. And to add insult to injury on
playthrough 2 I see many of the same so called random events that I saw in playthrough 1, all over again, which makes me
realize there's practically zero variety of possible events and almost no replayability because by playthrough 3 I had milked it for
every permutation it was possibly worth and the whole experience was over in 30 minutes... The aesthetic is glorgious, but the
price is steep for what it is.. love this game!! it's definitely creepy and i loved the bonus chapter that wasnt in the previous
version! cant wait for the sequel!
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